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MY FAMILY AND THE WOLF

Original version: French (English subtitles) 
 

Director: Adrià Garcia

Opening date (France): August 21, 2019

Genre: Dramedy, animation, adventure, family

Country of origin: France

Length: 80 minutes

North American Premiere

Recommended for 12 years and older
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SYNOPSIS

Everybody is gathered to celebrate Granny Sara’s 80th birthday at the seaside family house. It’s a 
beautiful summer for 9 years old Hugo. However, this year, Granny Sara has fallen ill. One night, she 
brings together the family to tell the story of the Wolf. Someday the animal will come and take her 
away forever. Will Hugo manage to protect his grandma from the mysterious beast?

REVIEWS

This is an attractive metaphor on death this comedy weaves with gentleness and meant to explain to 
the little ones why we are not eternal.

— L.P. Le Journal du Dimanche (Translated from French)

A nice children’s tale, mixed with animation segments: everything to please the dear little angels. 
— Jean Serroy, Le Dauphiné libéré (Translated from French)

Until now specialized in animation films, Adrian Garcia directs a chronicle-like film mixing animation 
and real film takes, bathed in the nostalgia of sunny family holidays that will resonate with a younger 
audience.

— Marine Quinchon, Les Fiches du cinéma (Translated from French)

Mixing live movie and animation, this lovely children’s tale, pervaded with sweetness and nostalgia, 
perceptively deals with the loss of a loved one.

— Emilie Leoni, Télé Loisirs (Translated from French)

DETAILS

LANGUAGE
With its slightly 80s feel, the film dialogues are in an everyday French without frequent slang or 
colloquial language.

• On the slangish/colloquial side, a few words that called for ordinary translations. For in-
stance, biscoto, a familiar old-fashioned word, is slang for biceps. Young Aisha speaks of 
trying to find the most stinking odours to attract the wolf and trap it. She uses a slang word 
schlingue which is translated by the word “stink”.

• The young girls speak of the “stinking poo” of a bully a bunch of bullied students locked 
up in the school bathroom: le caca qui pue

• The word “shit” comes up occasionally either as an exclamation or in a familiar expression 
like être dans la merde. 

• A couple of times the expression “I don’t give a damn” is uttered as the translation of Je 
m’en fous.

• Also, the children say foutus like in nous sommes foutus that is translated with the word 
“screwed”

• One of the adult characters shouts Tu vas la fermer that reads like “You will shut up” in the 
subtitles.

• Some expressions in French like C’est quoi ce bordel? are left out of the translation.
• There is a power struggle in the cousins clan. Aisha wants to remain the boss. She insults 
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Hugo: he is part of the posh upper-class (une bande de bourges), he is of the big ape 
family (gros singe). Hugo lashes back with guenon débile [stupid female monkey] and 
babouine [baboon].

• Aisha threatens to punch Hugo on the nose.
• When speaking of the wolf, each character describes how he/she wants to deal with it. For 

instance, Hugo wants to crush it and scald it. Bulliard wants to reduce it to dust. He calls 
him “dirty vermin”. 

• Bulliard wants to scare Hugo so he jokingly says as though he addresses an animal: Si je 
t’attrape, je te découpe en morceaux et je t’arrache la peau. 
If I catch you, I will cut you in pieces and I will skin you. This character is at once a hunter 
and the buffoon of children’s tale.

• In order to be part of the cousins’ clan, Hugo has to prove he is worthy by stealing an ob-
ject from the Skinner’s house. The Skinner is Bulliard himself, “ a zombie who eats people 
with his crooked fingers” as his cousins describe him. When Bulliard runs after Hugo he 
calls him dirty thief (sale voleur).

• Hugo also has vivid portrayal of the wolf: teeth like chainsaws and lava in its eyes (like a 
volcano)

• Some sexual hints:
When the brothers play card and joke around and drink liquor, they evoke sa robe et sa cuisse 
(literallly, its dress and its thigh) its colour and its plumpness.
Kolja with his slavic accent gives Hugo advice on how to trap the wolf: “Kick the obstacle in the 
balls” - Tu tapes dans les génitales.
The vocabulary linked to the wolf and monsters is very descriptive and somewhat violent but 
appropriate. The film offers many poetic images like the motorbike compared to a roaring 
monster. 
A few words and sentences are uttered by Sara in Spanish, her mother tongue.

VIOLENCE 
The children want to capture the wolf to protect their grandmother. They plan all kinds of moves 
involving like nets folding on the wolf and holes where he can fall. They get a small bow with little 
arrows. They have war paints on their faces.

They ask Bulliard to help them with his hunting gun. But Bulliard shoots in the air, falls asleep and 
Hugo gets the gun, which he does not use.

The four brothers tend to argue a lot. They get into a brief, non-graphic brawl.

During a birthday show, one of the brothers breaks an egg with his forehead, which makes a loud 
noise.

Granny Sara falls into a hole in the animated segment of her story telling.

NUDITY
None

SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
None 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT/THE MESSAGES
The Prince’s Voyage is a fable that introduces a foreigner (here a prince from a faraway country) into 
a monkey society. This foreigner is going to highlight some civilization features in that society that 
looks a lot like our world.

 � THE WOLF: A COMPLEX SYMBOL
The wolf: a children’s tale animal symbolizing danger and fear
Hugo sees the eyes of the wolf shine in the middle of a night storm. The size of the wolf, its giant 
paws, its glaring eyes, its impressive mane and its grunts may scare younger children.
A few scenes connected with the wolf may also scare younger children: when young Sara meets the 
imposing wolf for the first time, she screams.

When the cousins catch the boar, the images on the screen shake and move almost like the trapped 
animal and the panicky cousins run around. This, too, may frighten a younger audience. 

The wolf, a metaphor for death
Granny Sara peacefully accepts to follow the wolf into another world. At the end of the film, the wolf 
almost appears as gentle and kind.

The wolf between fantasy and reality
“The wolf, the forest, the grandmother, the huntsmen: we all know about the imagery of popular tales 
and stories. It takes us at once into a dimension of fairy tale and anxiety. We are playing with these 
images, we are twisting them, changing them… I have always liked the universes where the border 
between reality and imagination remains blurry” (Adrià Garcia - interview from the press kit of the 
film)

In short, what the filmmaker says:
“This wolf, that I wanted half-way between reality and fairy tale, should have been impressive but 
not necessarily be portrayed as “a monster” for sure. Sometimes, it even looks friendly and almost 
comforting. Neither the children in the film nor the movie viewers should have been scared of what 
would become of Granny Sara when she leaves with the wolf.” (The Press kit)

 � THE CHILDREN UNITE AGAINST THE WOLF TO PROTECT THEIR GRANDMA
Tom tells the prince about how people live in fear, in a consumer society where things are constantly 
The film first demonstrates the exclusion of Hugo from the Cousins Clan until Aisha, the boss, 
understands the importance of trapping the wolf.

As the filmmaker points out : “United we are stronger to conquer fear” (press Kit)

The children’s adventures are very much in the vein of the film The Goonies by Richard Donner or My 
Neighbour Totoro by Japanese filmmaker Miyazaki (1988)

 � SARA’S ADULT SONS’LACK OF MATURITY : A COMEDIC ELEMENT
Sara’s four sons don’t know how to communicate with each other. They are constantly arguing. 
They often dare each other with ridiculous challenges like who will win at eating pimentos or get the 
birthday cake first riding on their children’s bikes in order to decide of the fate of the house.

 � GRANNY SARA, THE POSITIVE MODEL OF A GRANDMOTHER
Granny Sara wants to leave her house to her children, grand-children and children of her grand-
children, as a lasting inheritance.
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As a grandmother Sara encourages her grandchildren to be themselves: her smile, her wisdom and 
her peacefulness tell them that life can be beautiful and fulfilling but that they have to accept that it 
does come to an end.

 � WATCH OUT FOR SUSPENSEFUL SCENES THAT MAY SCARE YOUNGER AUDIENCES
When Hugo walks into the mysterious tunnel leading to the Skinner home, a scary music seems to 
announce the dangers lurking on Hugo’s path. Bulliard runs after him with his gun, which can be 
frightening for younger children.

 � WATCH OUT FOR ALCOHOL USE
The four brothers casually drink alcohol of some kind while playing cards. They seem to be sipping 
wine while barbecuing and eating. Nothing is out of the ordinary.

Bulliard is a drunkard: because it makes him unpredictable and a little crazy, he represents the 
buffoon in popular tales and stories.

 � THE TÉLÉRAMA MAGAZINE POINT OF VIEW
What they (young audience) will learn: Adrià Garcia’s work catches us by surprise with his serene 
vision of death that takes the shape of an almost friendly predator. Lesson to be taught: older people 
end up disappearing in accordance with the cycle of life. 

The moment they are really going to like: suspense assured during the night hunt of the wolf, when 
the little gang cobbled together traps with whatever they could find. The giant creature, made up 
with a mixture of images, appearing amidst real actors of flesh and bones is without a doubt the film 
pinnacle.
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PHOTOS OF THE FILM

The whole family is gathered around Granny 
Sara for a birthday show.

Granny Sara tells the story of her life

Hugo is looking for the wolf.    

The four brothers play cards: they joke and 
argue.
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 The Cousins Clan is planning to 
catch the wolf.

The wolf, a mixture of different images 

The wolf has come to take Sara away
as she is saying goodbye to her beloved 

grandchildren

Hugo meets the wolf.


